
 

  

Take advantage of TwinSpace 
 



 

 

  

First, select one of your TwinSpaces 

Surf through the 

different sections of 

this TwinSpace 

Discover how every 

person in public 

access can be seen 

in your space 

Messages posted on 

the teachers’ board will 

be only seen by other 

teacher members 

Use the Project 

Journal to share 

news about the 

project in the 

public version of 

TwinSpace. 

 

Display or add 

pages, images 

and videos 

Change the 

settings of 

TwinSpace 

Update your 

profile 

Check your 

TwinMail 

Change the language 

Modify your profile 

Homepage of your TwinSpace 



 

  How to Modify or add a page 

Edit the page that 

you are seeing 

You can see 

who created and 

modified this site 

Create a new 

page 

Change the order of 

pages 

View stored 

pages which 

stopped being 

visible. 

These pages can 

be recovered and 

they will be seen 

again 

 



 

 

 

 

  

Edit or modify a page 

Don’t forget 

to save your 

changes 

every time 

you make a 

modification 

Define who can modify it Click on the title to edit it Define who can view this page* 

Store a page to 

remove it from the 

main page menu but 

not to delete it. You 

can reinstate the 

page at any time in 

the future via the link 

below the page 

menu 

This is the editor toolbar. 

Hover over the icons to see 

what they do.  

 

This is the space 

to write content 

 

Insert an 

image, a 

video or a file 

from the 

“Materials” 

section 

clicking the 

paperclip icon 

 

Cancel 

changes 

*Note: when a page is made public, one must be sure that no image, video or document 

breaks a copyright. If some children appear in a video or image, it will be necessary to 

have the permission from the family to appear on public access. 

 



 

  

Look for images, videos 

or files in the Materials 

section 

Create albums to 

organize images 

Drag or select 
images from a 
computer folder to 
be added to the 
TwinSpace 
 

 

Materials: Images 



 

  

Look for images, 

videos or files  

Create folders to 

organize videos 

Click on “Add 

video” to add a 

video from 

YouTube or 

Vimeo 

Materials: Videos 



 

  Materials: files 

Look for images, 

videos or files 

Create folders to 

organize documents 

Drag a file here or 

click “upload file” 

 



 

  

List of 

forums 

Add forum The latest forum posts 

Your latest posts 

Forums 



 

  

Forum 

title 

Forums: opening a new discussion 

Discussions 

on this forum 

 

To add a 

new thread 

Back to the forum list 



 

  

Title of the 

discussion 

Write here your answer to this discussion and save it for publication 

Back to the forum 

discussions list 

 

Forums: replying in a discussion 



 

 

 

  

Live: chat and video conferencing 

Video conferencing 

Chat window space 

to write 

List of all the 

people who are 

viewing this chat Space to write 

Create an activity for your TwinSpace 

Ideas: 

 Chats by means of videos and audios 

 Put in common what you see on the screen 

 Cooperative tasks 

In eTwinnig Live help you will find more information 

about events on the platform 



 

  
Live: chat and video conferencing 

Chat window space 

to write 

List of every person who 

is viewing this chat room 

 

Space to write 

Note: Teachers can view the chat history of this area. Registration will be 

removed in three months 

Video conferencing window 

User names 

To create 

surveys 

To create discussions Chat 



 

  Members 

Search for a member 

Filter the type of member 

List of members 

Write a message for 

all the members of 

this TwinSapce 

 

Add new 

members  

Delete a member 

Modify the role of a member Restore the students’ passwords 



 

  
Add a new member 

1. Click on INVITE 

MEMBERS to add  

new people to 

TwinSpace 

 

2. Select the appropriate role 

 

These are the data that must 

be filled in to add a new pupil 

 

These are the data that must be filled in to 

add a new visitor 

 

Choose the country of the teacher you 

want to add.  

Please note: if the country is part of 

eTwinning, then they will have to be 

invited by means of eTwinning Live  

 



 

  

Click on to compose a new message 

 

 

 

Check how many messages aren´t read 

 

 

 

 

Move the message to be deleted 

 

 

 

 
More information about this message 

 

 

 

 

Number of the message 

 

 

 

 

TwinMail 

Modify your profile 

Check your TwinMail 



 

 

  

Your profile 

Edit your profile of TwinSpace to change the picture and the information that will be shown 

See the list of all your TwinSpaces 

Here you can leave a 

message to another 

member when you see 

his/her profile. 

It will be seen from all their 

TwinSapces 
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